Memorial Beach Committee
Wednesday February 6th 6:00 PM
Community room
Gladys E. Kelly Library

- Approve minutes from January 23rd
- Carole to recommend fee structure for boat tournaments
- Discuss beach entry fees on days with events and how that might hold back attendance.
- Tom to give review on kayak, canoe storage facility
- Progress report from WPI
- Jason to present his research on the benefits of closing Lakeside and expanding the capabilities of Memorial Beach. (Accommodating additional boats while enforcing contaminant preventive measures.)
- Doug to present findings for potential grants for boat wash
- Further discuss the potential for having “Gate Keepers” trained in identifying plant matter etc. that might be present on boats, etc when entering the Memorial Beach property and putting a process in place to mitigate this potential. Signage, Handouts, Walk Around Inspection prior to entry, etc... Who will outline this process and how will it be introduced and enforced?
- Team review of the Wall Chart and progress made in addressing potential areas of improvement.
- Set next meeting
- Adjourn